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Introduction

The advent of Web 2.0 was arguably the greatest game-changer for the practices, conventions, and scope of mass communication. In its aftermath, journalistic education and journalistic practice need a thorough revision in order to continue serving their socially assigned purposes.

In the wake of this sorely needed update, professional journalism finds itself facing a multitude of technical, conventional, conceptual, and societal challenges. Some of them are truly recent while others find their roots in previous stages of mass media development, but the fact remains: today’s news personnel are in a digital perfect storm, and for the first time in the history of mass media, professionals get to learn from amateurs.

The digital turn in mediated human communication has opened up the traditionally walled off, one-way, regulated, curated, and professionalized news-reporting process (cf. Thorne 2008). Painstakingly educated correspondents supported by trained crews now make way for citizen journalists whose contributions are increasingly considered on par with those of seasoned news pros. During the Boston Marathon bombings of April 2013 or the Paris terrorist attacks of November 2015, a large portion of the public did not turn to their TVs or to the major news network websites. Instead, they clung to their smartphones, tweeting, retweeting, blogging, posting pictures from the scenes, and commenting on others’ visual and textual reporting. Their information entries travelled across the globe, and professional news channels such as CNN quickly adopted them as part of the iReport wave. These are examples of extraordinary events, but such explosions of user-generated media content which is readily adopted by the mainstream communication channels merely bring a peak to a phenomenon that is now omnipresent in all network societies (cf. Castells 2005). As the extent and impact of “amateur” media production grow, our working understanding of news literacy is in dire need of updating. We become news-literate through our exposure to and consumption of mediated news reporting. The news literacy of the digital age is overwhelmingly locked in understanding citizen journalism’s user-generated norms and practices (cf. Bruns 2007)—and for the first time in its history, the journalistic guild has to look beyond its education and professionalization to stay relevant.

The article explores the interplay between the norms and practices of professional and citizen journalism in the digital arena. In the absence of many traditional constraints regarding the canvas, production, and consumption aspects of multimodal expression (cf. Bateman 2008), both the content and presentation of news items online pose new requirements to today’s professional media producers. They also keep the definition of news literacy in constant flux. Its parent concept of media literacy is similarly pushed in new, sometimes opposing directions by rapid technological growth. The opportunities for two-way dialogue, the numerous design and composition choices (cf. Seizov 2014), the feeding frenzy, and the drastically shortened news production cycle create new criteria for news composition and newsworthiness. The article traces the effects the Internet age has had on the concept of media literacy and proposes a functional definition of news literacy, which poses conceptual and practical questions for contemporary journalistic education. It then singles out blogging as a fruitful avenue for developing the professional, social, and personal skills which can help modern-day journalists keep up with the wave of user-generated communications (cf. Bruns 2007, 2008; Tofler 1980) and deliver quality content which is visible, accessible, and shareable.

Rethinking media literacy in the digital age

Before approaching news literacy as a term, we need to define its parent concept of “media literacy” and contextualize it in the present time. It, too, has seen major revisions thanks to the technological and procedural developments in media practice over the last decades. As Marshall McLuhan famously postulated, “the advent of a new medium often reveals the lineaments and assumptions, as it were, of an old medium” (McLuhan 1960, 567). The rise to power of the World Wide Web, which went from a specialized scientific intranet to a global information “superhighway” (after Benjamin and Wigand 1995), has indeed exposed a number of fundamental features which lie at the core of what we now call “traditional” news media, be they print or broadcast. The most prominent features of these media are: (a) one-way communicative disposition (cf. McQuail 2005); (b) well developed professionalization which rests on society-bound ethical codes (cf. Hallin and Mancini 2004); and (c) medium-specific canvas constraints (cf. Bateman 2008)—or technical/production limitations—which actively shape the amount and kind of information that each medium can relay.

The ways a medium maps onto the three dimensions above determine the literacy levels it requires from its audience as well. While the concept itself has sparked long-standing debates (cf. Luke 1989), there is general agreement around Aufderheide’s (1993) and Christ and Potter’s (1998) definitions of media literacy, summarized as “the ability to access, analyse, evaluate, and create messages in a variety of forms” by Livingstone (2004, 5). The nature of traditional media focuses on the access, while typically language-centred education (cf. Kress 2010) makes sure audiences have the basic skills for analysing and evaluating the mediated information’s verbal component, be it spoken or written word. The presence of other modalities and their mutual, semantically significant interaction are not usually of primary production importance even though they play a crucial role in reception.

Analysis and evaluation rest on the recipient’s perception. As media are becoming increasingly dependent on advertising revenue, which correlates directly with the size and composition of their audiences, the acute awareness of what the audience can and what they want to perceive during their media consumption becomes central to the journalistic process. This holds especially true for news media, arguably the most dynamic field in the mass communication spectrum. Therefore, advanced understanding of both the production and reception processes behind contemporary news consumption needs to become an integral part of journalism education.

In the context of the Internet’s global penetration rising, we can use the three key media dimensions above to circumscribe the clash of “old vs. new” media and to illustrate the ways in which the Web in all its incarnations has surpassed its predecessors as a dominant mass medium. The dimensions also help us demonstrate how the concept of media literacy is changing rapidly, encompassing an ever-broadening set of skills (cf. Ette and Stoker 2014). This competence shift has important implications for journalism education and hints at the new abilities media professionals as well as media audiences need to acquire in
order to stay current. To emphasize the idiosyncrasies behind the former audience’s quickly growing tech savvy, the rest of the paper will focus on professional journalism’s Web 2.0 skill gap and how it can be remedied. Journalists’ education is in particular need of updating, so they can continue serving their socially endowed roles (cf. Peters and Witschge 2015), which roughly encompass the necessities to inform, educate, and persuade. For the first time in the profession’s history, however, the learning curve is so steep (cf. Barrett 2014; Wolfe 2014), and there is another group of media- and tech-competent actors who are already way ahead in the game, as will be discussed in the following section.

While the challenge ahead of journalism education is certainly formidable, this is not the first time the guild has to face rapid technological expansion and increasing competence demands. Advances in printing have long broken up the rigid newspaper and magazine layouts, and broadcast media have made gratuitous use of new technologies, running split-screen or embedded video segments accompanied by infographics, newswatch strands, and other information-carrying elements. These developments demonstrate how both traditional and new media become increasingly hybrid (cf. Kraidy 2005), complex (cf. Bate-man 2008), and multimodal (cf. Seizov 2014). As a result, the set of features pertinent to contemporary news content grows wider and demands increasing levels of literacy and competence from all parties involved in the exchange of information. This growing complexity poses a challenge to effective communication: both producers and consumers need to acquire new skills and rely on a shared set of relevant communicative conventions. In other words, they need to be mutually media-literate.

The concept of media literacy is, therefore, the starting point of our debate, and it is a contested construct in its own right (cf. Livingstone 2004). Having moved beyond the simplistic definition of being able to read and write, “literacy” raises important, discursive questions about possessing the necessary authority to access, interpret, and (re)produce texts (Livingstone 2004; Luke 1989). These considerations become particularly amplified in the digital age where access depends equally on having the relevant technology (i.e. a networked device) and the taught and/or acquired experience to “read” online content; where interpretation is supported by the sum-total of the media users’ experiences with both producing and consuming online mediated content; and where (re)production relies on easily acquired skills in a variety of widely available and affordable media production software applications (e.g., image and video editors, web content management systems, etc.). The key aspect here is the low threshold in front of today’s media prosumers. Their media literacy is, seemingly, taken as a given: if they may call themselves prosumers, then they must possess it. However, assuming the same of professional journalists and sending them off into the Internet realms without targeted preparation and experience carries far-reaching risks for further eroding the profession’s societal impact and perceived authority. Hence, a concerted effort at updating journalists’ own news literacy and online skill set is needed in order to prepare them for the challenges of the day.

**Journalism in the digital age: functions, norms, produsage**

The major hurdle in front of journalism in the digital age is the unexpected competition the profession gets from amateur producers—or prosumers as we will call them from now onwards (cf. Töfner 1980). The widespread practice of creating, curating, and disseminating content that reaches increasingly large audiences continually inspires new individuals to jump on the bandwagon of prosumption individually—or collaboratively, in what Bruns (2008a) terms produsage. This practice tends to erode the authority full-time journalists used to command thanks to their professional and institutional backing (cf. Pew Research

Center 2012). What used to be an environment of scarcity defined by gatekeeping and quality control is now a wide-open playing field with strong and varied competition. Therefore, traditional journalism, best exemplified by its “offline” representatives like print newspapers or TV broadcasts, faces considerable challenges which it cannot address by merely transferring its established practices to the networked context. It is also important to note that it has brought a large portion of this challenge onto itself by: (a) cultivating a gnawing need for breaking news and constant updates which prosumption can now satisfy more quickly and efficiently; (b) building up barriers to information access (e.g., limited number of freely available articles in the online edition, “premium” content, etc.) which prosumption inherently lacks and, indeed, strives to bypass; and (c) sticking to a relatively slow news production process which involves several stages of content generation, editing, post-production and final approval before dissemination. Many would say the latter is an essential part of professional routines and, indeed, what sets journalists apart from “iReporters.” However, the blossoming of digital citizen journalism (cf. Allan 2007; Allan and Thorsen 2009; Bruns 2007) demonstrates that audiences are not overly concerned with the quality assurance behind news stories—especially not when they are breaking or scandalous. This trend has important implications for the way we define news literacy in the digital age.

The chief concern when revising our view of news literacy in the digital age, hence, should be what the public accepts as news and how it recognizes news value in the ubiquity of texts available on the World Wide Web. Given the difficulties even established media institutions are facing, we would do well to adopt a functional approach to creating a new definition as opposed to the normative view which has been dominant in the field. To start on this task, we first need to explore the societal functions of journalism and how they are evolving in the digital age (cf. Peters and Witschge 2015). As we take on this task, it is crucial to consider the defining characteristics of new news media without falling into a “reductionist discourse of novelty” (Carpentier 2009, 408) which might threaten to cloud our (re)-evaluation. While exploring said societal functions, we will also refer back to the way they map onto the Web 2.0 infrastructure and define journalistic challenges and opportunities therein.

**Information and commentary**

This is easily the most basic societal function of mediated news. In the words of Zaller (2003, 110), “news should provide citizens with the basic information necessary to form and update opinions on all the major issues of the day.” Despite its prescriptive phrasing, this definition helps news’ most important function flesh out, namely the imparting of high-quality knowledge which the audience finds relevant in the political, social, or any other essential context. Journalism is often criticized for not doing enough in this department (cf. Franklin 1997), and Web 2.0 is seen as the panacea: where professionals fail, the crowd will deliver.

It follows, therefore, that digital news literacy involves the ability to seek out and filter through relevant information—a combination of access and evaluation as defined earlier (cf. Livingstone 2004). We will do well not to dismiss access as merely the provision of the pertinent, hardware and connectivity, however. With equal importance, it denotes the ability—rather than the mere opportunity—to get to a desired news source, and it goes hand in hand with evaluation, or the ability to judge the newsworthiness of an online publication. Both of these are based on users’ experience collecting information from traditional news media and their Internet competences. In other words, digital news literacy depends on the close interaction between discreet sets of on- and offline skills.

Because traditional media have taken many and often winding routes to establishing
various magnitudes and, thus, erodes the perceived need for investigative journalism in support channels for prosumer whistleblowers.

It further down the prosumption chain. The collaborative aspect of the task mimics the collectively seek out meaningful information in order to classify, evaluate, and disseminate in acts of collaborative produsage and filtering (Bruns 2007), media prosumers can now diminished the public's perception of traditional media as likely whistleblowers. This shift parking on the streets of Bulgaria to the Edward Snowden revelations about the NSA. The "liberalization" of the watchdog function circumscribes an area where traditional journalism has lost a lot of ground in this avenue as well, since both politicians and the public have acquired powerful tools for self-representation on a mass scale, mostly thanks to the Internet's penetration in our daily lives. The advent of the World Wide Web was seen as an opportunity for leveling the playing field for political actors large and small and for opening up two-way dialog with the constituency after more than a century of passive message reception.

As political persuasion and political discussion moved online in the 1990s, scholarship was divided between: (a) the hope for free, two-way communication between politicians and the public (cf. Coleman 2001; Endres and Warnick 2004); and (b) the fear that path dependency would prevail and the status quo of the "professional," one-way campaign would merely transfer into the new medium (cf. Foot and Schneider 2002; Gibson and Römmele 2001; Xenos and Foot 2005). Research is still detailing the benefits, costs, and pitfalls of online political communication. What we definitely know is that it is consistently inclusive, allowing for a multitude of voices and just as many expression patterns (cf. Seizov 2014) to circulate with less constraints than ever before.

While the dream of free dialogue might not have materialized yet, the loosening of technological constraints and the virtual elimination of traditional media's gatekeeping role are established realities, and prosumers, working for themselves or for political actors at the grassroots level, are happy to collaborate in sifting through relevant political information and making it part of their own political communications on the Web (cf. Bruns 2007). Traditional journalism has lost much to learn from both politicians' and the public's drive to represent themselves online. The wide gamut of expression means and layouts available to both groups allows them to find unique new ways of multimodal message relay and to test their effectiveness in real-life contexts. This process of trial and error, of forging new communicative designs, is especially pronounced on the side of the public since politicians still rely on PR professionals with know-how on par with seasoned journalists—or even more advanced. The public, on the other hand, often works independently which means: (a) less support in terms of finance, infrastructure, and equipment; (b) less taught knowledge and skill in favour of learning-by-doing; and, conversely, (c) more creative freedom and opportunity for bottom-up innovation.

It is the last point that holds the biggest potential for journalism's reinvention in the digital age. Professionals stand to benefit a lot if they take their cue from prosumers regarding the best contemporary formats, in which news ought to be presented. They also have the expert training and the ethos to remedy the inherent vices of proscription by publishing news speedily, with little editorial interference but still adhering to their professional code of conduct and the principles which make good journalism (e.g., focus on facts, clearly marked editorial pieces, reliable sourcing, and so on). A pairing of prosumption's strengths
Multimodality as an essential component of digital news literacy

Multimodality is one of the defining qualities of our surrounding world and the way we perceive and make sense of it. It refers to the interactions of different communication modes, like images, text, sound, movement, and so on. It is a rich and varied field for academic research, as reviewed by, e.g., Bateman (2008) and Kress (2010). Multimodal document research works primarily with media artefacts in which “a variety of visually-based modes are deployed simultaneously in order to fulfill an orchestrated collection of interwoven communicative goals” (Bateman 2008, 1). The “interaction and combination of multiple modes within single artefacts” (ibid.) are of major interest to researchers and media practitioners alike because of their potential for “multiplication of meaning” (Lemke 1998). Understanding the inner workings of multimodal communication, therefore, is at the core of media literacy today. As the dominant communicative practice revolves around such orchestrations of text, audio, and still as well as moving images, producers, consumers, and prosumers face a steep learning curve when it comes to learning how to make meaning.

Multimodality has been around for a long time, but it has blossomed on the fertile grounds of Web 2.0 where production constraints are loosened and the hunger for information is greater than ever. This allows for the integration of two or more communication modes, which then form a richer and more compelling message (cf. Thibault 2001) that gets collectively and collaboratively disseminated far and wide (cf. Bruns 2007). Contemporary media documents, especially prosumer-generated ones, are “born” multimodal thanks to quantum leaps in Web publishing and the necessity to pack quality information in attractive layouts to increase visibility. Therefore, prosumer media content displays much higher rates of modal density (Norris 2004) or co-deployment (Baldry and Thibault 2006). In this field of growing complexity, journalists need to strike a balance between attention-grabbing and information-centred designs. Here is where targeted, multimodal news literacy education can help.

“Multimodal literacy” comes at the heels of the “visual turn” in communication (Bateman 2008, 2) and relies on prosumers’ ability to encode (produce) and decode (interpret) image-text relations. In other words, it garnishes our functional definition of “media literacy” with a concrete modal layer. The paths to acquiring that literacy are multiple. The “prosumer way” is to process large volumes of multimodal online content, approach it critically, and start producing in turn, emulating and improving upon the production routines which have been deduced in the perception process. By virtue of their profession, journalists are exposed to volumes of multimodal documents on a daily basis, and many of them also possess technical know-how acquired during their interactions with typesetters, cameramen, and other media production staff. Hence, they are in a favourable position to quickly master the dominant multimodal expression patterns of the day and to apply them in order to create a “Prosumption Premium” trend: one where speed and attention grabbing meet professional ethos and quality content.

Getting an empirical perspective on multimodal content design

The first step towards augmenting journalists’ existing content creation expertise with...
empirical insights from the growing body of multimodal media research is familiarizing them with some prominent and practicable approaches to analysing and annotating multimodal content. The following section reviews two such models and their possible contributions to expanding the theoretical as well as practical component of multimodal production in journalistic education.

One prominent approach to multimodal document analysis revolves around the concept of genre, best operationalized as follows:

A genre comprises a class of communicative events, the members of which share some set of communicative purposes. These purposes or functions are recognized by the expert members of the parent discourse community, and thereby constitute the rationale for the genre. [...] In addition to purpose, exemplars of a genre exhibit various patterns of similarity in terms of structure, style, content and intended audience. (Swales 1990, 58)

This definition of genre ties in with our functional view of news literacy: the qualifying characteristics of the news genre, such as style, content, or intended audience in the quote above, naturally lead audience members in certain interpretative directions. The main challenge in front of multimodal research right now is to create the empirically motivated bedrock of specific genre definition. To address this task, Bateman et al. (2002) developed an analytic-synthetic model: GeM ("Genre and Multimodality") which provides exhaustive descriptions of base units, layout, organizational, and rhetorical mechanisms in multimodal documents, in order to allow for an empirically motivated determination of genres. The scheme is further elaborated by Bateman (2008) and calls for concerted further research in order to arrive at verifiable genre hierarchies. The usefulness of the GeM annotation framework for journalism education might not be immediately apparent, but its principle of exhaustive documentation of meaning-carrying units and establishing semantic relationships between them is at the core of the digital incarnation of news literacy as we know it. GeM's rigid protocols will make journalists mindful of the implications of their word, illustration, and layout choices when composing news segments.

The other multimodal annotation scheme with direct implications for digital news literacy is ICON ("Imagery and Communication in Online Narratives"), presented in Seizov (2014). Focusing on the analysis of political communication online, the annotation model characterizes the spatial and semantic relationships between images and text, the two most common communication modes which digital producers employ. Based on an initial analysis of a sample of political webpages, including an international sample of news websites, the author arrives at three main structural configurations ("lead visual," "multiple visual," and "text-flow") which map onto three distinct communicative functions ("inform," "persuade," and "reason," respectively) (for further detail, see Seizov 2014, 130–134).

After getting sensitized to the amount and kind of meaning-carrying base units and their meaningful combinations thanks to the ICON framework, digital journalists can enhance their understanding of online rhetoric with ICON, a more immediate, effect-oriented guide. The three basic designs are simple enough to duplicate and manipulate according to the article's needs, and their functions cover the central purposes of news reports and editorials, which are the traditional journalistic genres the public has come to expect. The scheme is closely related to the article's needs, and their functions cover the central purposes of news reports and editorials, which are the traditional journalistic genres the public has come to expect.

Blogging: applying multimodal news literacy in real time

“Blogging has the potential to be a transformational technology for teaching and learning.” Williams and Jacobs (2004, 232) observe, and this form of Web publishing certainly does not fall short of its promise in the realm of journalism education. The insights from multimodal document analysis need to be integrated into the curriculum in a practicable manner which allows current and future professionals to apply them in a real-time, fast-paced, editor-free environment—the way the World Wide Web usually works. The most natural move would then be to start a blog and approach it as a multimodal message lab where different strategies and designs can be tested in the field. While a number of professional journalists have naturally gravitated towards blogging as a powerful (albeit secondary to their respective jobs) channel for communicating news and especially commentary to the public, it has not yet become a focal point of journalistic education. Where it has been included, blogging is usually not studied holistically; writing the message tends to be in focus, while the composition, design, illustrations, and layout are covered in passing or considered self-explanatory. As discussed above, however, the medium, the genre, and the presentation of the message possess powerful semantic effects and can, in fact, obscure the verbal text's intended meaning completely.

The call for practice-based multimodal literacy comes at a time when journalists are expected to be “multi-skilled [..] self-starters” (Barret 2014, 56) with growing technical know-how garnered via theoretical education and multiple work placements throughout their university studies. Knight and Yorke (2004) have demonstrated how important self-beliefs and perception of competence are for university graduates' career development later in life, and blogging presents an excellent opportunity to create a set of skills “in action” which then boost professional expertise as well as self-confidence for young journalists in an environment of high stress. Active blogging is also an excellent opportunity to spread good professional practices within the guild, as Willis (2010, 15) argues that “journalists learn what is acceptable and unacceptable behaviour from other journalists”—a self-perpetuating, constantly updated cycle of ethical and practical norm internalization. Such a fluid set of rules matches the unconstrained environment of the World Wide Web closely. It presents great learning opportunities for young media professionals to practice new forms of multimodal news literacy and get real-time feedback from colleagues, prosumers, and consumers alike.

Blogging also provides ample opportunities for critical reflection, which Fowler-Watt (2014) identifies as an important component of journalism education, too. The environment of instant feedback and open dialogue, which should be made compulsory in the blogging task, forces journalists to not only acquire the technical skills and the information necessary to create a blog post, but also to consider the implications of their communicative choices and the reactions they elicit in their audiences. Journalists rarely visit the comment sections underneath their online publications; when they blog, however, the incentive to participate in the discussion is much higher. This high level of accountability provides a “cure” to the problem of vaguely defined, tacit professional knowledge which, instead of “spontaneous and automatic” (Schon 1995, 60), becomes situational and perpetually de-/reconstructed. In this prime example of experiential learning—i.e. “through first-hand experience” (Ette and Stoker 2014, 92)—journalists expand their capabilities for “examining and strengthening the critical linkages among education, work and personal development” (Kolb 1984, 4). The multimodal blogging approach promises to build up a solid new set of skills for journalists and, thus, to improve their professional expertise while also boosting their confidence and sense of self-worth along the way.

Conclusions

The multivariate effects of Web 2.0 on media practice, media literacy, and news values have put visible dents in the traditional understanding of journalistic best practices and
news production routines. As professional reporters face increasing competition from amateur (if only by their lack of journalism education) media producers, their monopoly on the dissemination of credible information—and, hence, their authority—is crumbling. The ability to recognize, evaluate, and disseminate news is no longer a given for any media actor, professional or amateur. In the constantly changing environment of digital media and the 24-hour news cycle, it is best to adopt a functional definition of news literacy and tie it to the shared media production practices of the wider public, or the prosumer crowd as it has been presented above. When assuming the passive role of an audience, prosumers will actively look for the information designs they recognize and utilize themselves. This should also be the starting point of a new approach to training journalists.

Journalism education, therefore, needs to prepare journalists for the prosumer era, and the easiest path towards that goal is the integration of multimodal literacy and blogging into the curriculum. Furnishing students with the necessary Web 2.0 skills like basic HTML, content management systems, and so on is only the beginning of the process. The Web is inherently multimodal and arguably the least constrained medium in terms of production options. This freedom is a blessing for obvious reasons, but also a curse, especially when it comes to mastering a multitude of new expression means and formats, on which professional journalists tend to rely, as they have done historically (e.g., straight-on news reports, opinion/editorials, or advertorials). This is where targeted education in online multimodal expression can help. The integration of multimodality research into journalism training serves a double purpose: it introduces students to the many possible orchestrations of textual, visual, audio, and/or video multimodal designs; and it demonstrates how the shared social practices combine those communication modes into evolving genres.

Multimodality's grounding in social practice allows it to stay abreast with the latest developments in online communication, and its reliance on genre as an anchor of meaning creation and dissemination trains journalists to work within positive, productive constraints rather than face the wide-open canvas of the Internet in its expressive totality. Instead of being stupefied by the sheer number of choices, journalists will learn to ground their message designs in social and generic contexts which are directly tied to their audience's news literacy levels. To go one step further, being mindful of widely used multimodal expression constructs lets journalists bend them and reinvent them, actively shaping the shared news values and literacies in their audience circles. Multimodal online readiness, thus, closes the digital news literacy cycle and promises to give the power back to the professionals who have done the work historically (e.g., straight-on news reports, opinion/editorials, or advertorials). This is where targeted education in online multimodal expression can help. The integration of multimodality research into journalism training serves a double purpose: it introduces students to the many possible orchestrations of textual, visual, audio, and/or video multimodal designs; and it demonstrates how the shared social practices combine those communication modes into evolving genres.

Multimodality's grounding in social practice allows it to stay abreast with the latest developments in online communication, and its reliance on genre as an anchor of meaning creation and dissemination trains journalists to work within positive, productive constraints rather than face the wide-open canvas of the Internet in its expressive totality. Instead of being stupefied by the sheer number of choices, journalists will learn to ground their message designs in social and generic contexts which are directly tied to their audience's news literacy levels. To go one step further, being mindful of widely used multimodal expression constructs lets journalists bend them and reinvent them, actively shaping the shared news values and literacies in their audience circles. Multimodal online readiness, thus, closes the digital news literacy cycle and promises to give the power back to the professionals who can then apply the necessary ethics and quality controls to the new, fast-paced environment of instant information sharing. It also stands to make journalism much more effective, impactful, and sustainable in the digital age and to ingrain the multimodal principles of meaning-as-use and socially defined communicative convention into journalistic practice, so that it can stay on top of further innovations and continue to serve its informative and societal goals. Ignoring these new developments might not pose any imminent danger to the profession; however, the low opportunity costs and the immense potential of journalism's Web 2.0 skill update make this educational shift all but imminent.
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